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Abstrat
A review of gravitational and hydrodynamial proesses during forma-
tion of lusters and evolution of galaxies is given. Early, at the advent
of N-body omputer simulations, the importane of tidal elds in galaxy
enounters has been reognized. Orbits are rowded due to tides along
spiral arms, where the star formation is enhaned. Low relative veloity
enounters lead to galaxy mergers. The entral dominating galaxies in
future lusters form before the lusters in a merging proess in galaxy
groups. Galaxy lusters are omposed in a hierarhial senario due to
relaxation proesses between galaxies and galaxy groups. As soon as the
overall luster gravitational potential is built, high speed galaxy versus
galaxy enounters start to play a role. These harassment events grad-
ually thiken and shorten spiral galaxy disks leading to the formation
of S0 galaxies and elliptials. Another aspet of the high speed motion
in the hot and diluted Intraluster Medium (ICM) is the ram pressure
exerted on the Interstellar Matter (ISM) leading to stripping of the ISM
from parent spirals. The ombinations of tides and ram pressure strip-
ping eiently removes the gas from spirals, quenhing the star forma-
tion in galati disks, while triggering it in the tidal arms and at the
leading edge of gaseous disk. Gas stripping from disks transports the
metals to the ICM. In some ases, the gas extrated from the galati
disks beomes self-gravitating forming tidal dwarf galaxies.
Star formation (SF) is another important ingredient in the evolu-
tion of galaxies. Young stars provide the energy, mass feedbak and the
metals to the ISM. SF also drives the supersoni turbulene and trig-
gers SF at other plaes in the galaxy. Examples of supershells in the
ISM, resultant from the evolution of stellar luster, are given. Stru-
tures, supershells, laments and sheets are also produed when the ISM
is ompressed during galaxy ollisions and when high veloity louds
(HVC) fall and ram through gaseous galaxy disks. In some ases, the
ompressed strutures beome self-gravitating and fragment to produe
lumps. When a low density medium is ompressed, the lump masses
and sizes orrespond to those of giant moleular louds (GMC). When
already existing GMC's are ompressed they are driven to ollapse form-
ing massive super-star lusters. The fragmentation proess in the dense
environment of GMC's produes fragments of stellar masses with the
mass funtion having a slope similar to the stellar Initial Mass Fun-
tion.
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1 Introdution
The internal evolution of isolated galaxies is the subjet of many studies. The
evolution of stellar disks depends on the ratio between the radial omponent
of the veloity dispersion σR multiplied with the loal epiyli frequeny κ,
whih is an analog of pressure in the stellar disk, and the disk surfae density
Σmultiplied with the onstant of gravityG, whih gives the loal gravitational
fore in the at disk. The above quantities are ombined in the Toomre (1964,
1977) Q parameter
Q =
σRκ
3.36GΣ
(1)
to evaluate the loal stability of a rotating, self-gravitating disks: for Q < 1
the disk is loally unstable and forms large sale deviations from the axial
symmetry - spiral arms. A purely stellar disk heats up, when individual stars
satter on spiral arms, and self-stabilizes.
If the fration of the disk kineti energy in randommotions is small enough,
the bar forms in its entral part (Ostriker & Peebles, 1973). The bar exhanges
the angular momentum with stars, whih results in radial redistribution of
mass leading to the formation of a entral mass onentration. The growing
entral mass onentration partially dissolves the bar itself (Shen & Sellwood,
2004).
A dissipative gaseous interstellar medium (ISM) is an additional ompo-
nent of the disk moving in a ommon gravitational eld with stars. Energy
dissipation, supersoni shoks and ollisions of interstellar louds redue ran-
dom motions of the ISM agitating spiral-like instabilities, whih gradually
heat the stellar disk. In an isolated spiral galaxy, the heating by a bar and
spiral arms inreases the stellar veloity dispersion by less than a fator of 2
(Bournaud et al., 2004).
The ISM omplements the inuene of the entral mass onentration with
visous fores that shift systematially the gas ow-lines relative to the stellar
orbits. The evolution of a bar and spiral struture in an isolated galaxy, their
growth and dissolution, is driven by a ombination of the inrease in stellar ve-
loity dispersion due to sattering of individual stars on large sale deviations
from the axial symmetry, by the growth of the entral mass onentration
and by the torque between the gaseous and stellar omponents (Bournaud &
Combes, 2004).
Star formation, the mass reyling between stars and ISM, and the energy
feedbak are also reognized as fundamental proesses. They are inluded in
losed box models the evolution of isolated galaxies (Jungwiert et al. 2001,
2004). Several issues are addressed, remaining as open question if, when, and
how muh the box has to be open to gas infall, environmental eets, and
galaxy major and minor mergers:
• Persistene of star formation. With the present rate, star formation
would onsume all the gas within less than a few Gyr. Fresh gas supplies
are needed to keep the star formation ative.
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• The metaliity distribution and hemial evolution of the disk. The
G-dwarf problem requires gas infall.
• The existene of a thin gaseous disk, where reurrently the instabilities
operate also needs areted fresh gas.
• Thin disks are destroyed in minor merger and harrasment events. They
have to be rereated.
• Renewal of bars driving the mass to the galati enter also requires gas
aretion.
In this review, the tides, major, intermediate and minor mergers events,
harrasment events, gas stripping, star formation and feedbak are desribed.
We disuss the relevane of these proesses in the formation, and evolution of
galaxies, and in the evolution of galaxy groups and lusters.
2 Tides
The importane of tides has been shown in early numerial N-body simula-
tions by Toomre & Toomre (1972). Their restrited N-body simulations of an
enounter between two spiral galaxies led to the basi features. As the galax-
ies pass by eah other, tidal fores provide the stars and ISM of the disks
with suient energy to esape the inner potential well. Two streams of disk
material appear on both near and far side of the disks relative to the position
of the peri-enter. In the near side, stars and gas form a tidal bridge between
the disks while the far side material forms long tidal tails. The length and
the shape of the tails is a sensitive funtion of the relative veloity and of the
geometry of the enounter: the most eetive are the low relative veloity pro-
grade enounters, where the spin and angular momentum vetors are aligned.
In this ase, the momentum and energy exhange in resonant orbits is most
eetive, leading to long tidal arms and a lose interonnetion between the
entral parts of the original disks, to merge in the future.
The evolution of tidal debris is desribed by Mihos (2004). Most of the
remnant material remains bound. It follows elliptial orbits and only a small
fration of the orbits are unbound. The fration of gravitationally bound
material is proportional to the extend of the dark matter halo: large halos
result in less unbound material. The bound tidal debris return after some time
to the galaxy disk in the form of gas infall and high veloity louds, whih
may trigger the star formation. A fration of the disk gas on unbound orbits
beomes part of the Intraluster medium (ICM). The metaliity of the ICM,
whih is about 1/4 Z⊙, gives an evidene of the onnetion between galaxy
disks and ICM. The slow enounters are the most eetive in driving the gas
of the original disks inward to the enter of the future galaxy produed by the
merger, whih triggers a nulear starburst.
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3 Major mergers
Computer simulations of low veloity enounters of spiral galaxies with similar
masses - major merger events - produe remnants that are in surprisingly good
agreement with the observed shapes, density proles and veloity distribution
of the observed giant elliptial galaxies. The mass ratio of the progenitor disks
determines the global properties of the remnant (Burkert & Naab, 2003a,
b). Giant elliptial galaxies an be subdivided into disky and boxy types
(Naab & Burkert, 2003): the less massive disky giant elliptials show disk-
to-bulge rations of S0 galaxies and rotation in their outer parts. They an
be understood as resulting from major mergers with mass ratios from 1/1
to 1/4. The more massive boxy giant elliptials form by 1 : 1 mergers with
speial initial orientations only, whih weakens the disk merger senario as
the possible formation mehanism. Other proesses have to be added, suh
as the star formation and the energy dissipation in the gaseous omponents
of progenitor disks.
The present day giant elliptial galaxies may have been formed by major
mergers of gas-rih galaxies with a subsequent starburst, or by mergers of
less gas-rih galaxies, whih is more ommon in galaxy lusters. The seond
senario assumes that a fration of stars forms before elliptials in smaller gas-
rih galaxies. In the ΛCDM osmologial simulations the number of mergers
varies with z. The giant haloes of future elliptial exist already at z = 6
with the relatively small variation of mass at z < 6. Giant elliptials exist at
redshifts z = 3 with about 50% of stellar mass, however, a typial D galaxy
has suered signiant merging events even at redshifts z < 1 (Gao et al.,
2004). Bimodal distribution of metaliity observed in elliptial galaxies is a
produt of gas-rih mergers, when the globular lusters form in the tidal arms
(Li at al. 2004).
The Antennae, the olliding pair of galaxies NGC 4038/39, provide an
nearby example of an early phase of a low veloity enounter between galaxies.
The veloity eld of Antennae galaxies, showing the details of the interation,
has been measured by Amram et al. (1992). Later, when the ollision partners
will not be distinguished any more, it should result in a eld elliptial galaxy.
Another example of a slightly more advaned ongoing merger event, is the
Hikson ompat group 31 (Amram et al. 2004). HCG 31 is a group in early
phase of merger growing through slow and ontinuous aquisition of galaxies
from the assoiated environment. One of the best examples of remnants after
a reent merger event is the giant elliptial galaxy NGC 5018. Its inner part
shows a uniform ∼ 3 Gyr old stellar population presumably produed in a
merger indued starburst (Buson et al., 2004).
4 Intermediate and minor mergers
Collisions of intermediate (1/5 - 1/10) mass ratio partners show the inter-
mediate merger events, whih are explored by Bournaud et al. (2004). They
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result in a hybrid system with spiral-like morphology and elliptial-like galaxy
kinematis similar to some of the objets identied by Chitre & Jog (2002).
Minor mergers, i.e. merger of a galaxy with a satellite 1/10 or less massive
than the galaxy itself, are disussed in the ontext of formation of thik disk
and of disk globular lusters (Bekki & Chiba, 2002, Bertshik & Burkert,
2003). The disk globular lusters are formed in the high-pressure dense entral
region of the gas-rih dwarf galaxy, whih is ompressed in a tidal interation
with the thin disk of the spiral galaxy, and later they are dispersed in the disk
region, when the original dwarf merges with the galaxy. The origin of thik
galati disks may be the result of the same minor merger event produing
the disk globular lusters.
5 Evolution of galaxies in lusters
An overabundane of spiral galaxies and an under abundane of S0 galaxies in
high-redshift lusters, when it is ompared to low z lusters, is a onsequenes
of galaxy merger events and of other environmental eets. In ΛDCM os-
mologial models with Ω0 = 0.4 and ΩΛ = 0.6, the galaxy interations and
tidal eets play a rle mainly at intermediate redshifts 0.5 < z < 5 (Gnedin,
2003). Galaxies entering lusters with low relative veloities merge their halos
with the luster and their subsequent dynamial evolution is due to perturba-
tions along their orbit. The infalling galaxy groups experiene merger events
of their members. After virialization, when the galaxy veloity in the lus-
ter inreases to a few 103 km s−1 the mergers are suppressed and high-speed
galaxy enounters and interations with the intraluster medium (ICM) start
play a role.
The ICM onsists of hot (∼ 107K) diluted (10−3− 10−4 m−3) gas, whih
is deteted in X-ray observations. The optial/infrared observations (Ren-
zini, 1997) monitor the stellar omponent of galaxies, and also their hemial
omposition. The bulk of the luster light is produed in bright giant ellipti-
al galaxies and in galati bulges by intermediate and low mass stars. The
ontent of Fe in lusters sales with their total light and the abundanes of
various elements does not seems to hange from luster to luster (Renzini,
2004). If the metals are mainly produed in SN Type Ia and SN Type II, the
onstany of metalli ratios implies the same universal ration of the two types
of SN. It may be interpreted as a sign that majority of luster metals have
been produed in the dominating giant galaxies, and that the stars formation
holds a universal initial mass funtion (IMF). It appears that the total mass
of metals in the ICM supersedes the total mass of metals in stars (Renzini,
2004). The galaxies lose more metals to the ICM than they are able to retain.
Their total abundane does not orrespond to the atual SN rates, the obser-
vations ould be reprodued if the SN Type Ia in elliptials have 5 - 10 time
larger rates in the past ompared to present and if the slope of the IMF is not
too shallow: Salpeter (1955) IMF with the power law slope -2.35 mathes the
requirements.
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How the metals were transported to the ICM? Potential mehanisms are
the ICM ram pressure stripping of galati ISMs, whih may beome more ef-
fetive in ombination with gravitational tides, or the star formation feedbak
onneted to early stellar winds driven by the starburst forming majority of
the stellar galaxy itself. An evidene for early stellar winds serve the Lyman-
break galaxies (Pettini et al., 2003). Another possibility are late loal winds
due to massive starbursts (Hekmann, 2003) or ows driven by a delining
rate of SN type Ia (Ciotti et al., 1991). Both, gas extration by stripping and
gas ejetion by winds will be desribed below.
6 Galaxy harrasment
Moore et al. (1996) disuss the heating eets inuening sizes and proles of
dark matter haloes of galaxies in lusters: tidal heating of haloes on eentri
orbits and impulsive heating from rapid enounters between haloes. N-body
simulations show that both proesses restrit the halo sizes. Frequent high
speed galaxy enounters in lusters, galaxy harassment, drive the morpho-
logial transformation of galaxies in lusters. Moore et al. (1995) show the
dramati evolution, whih happened in lusters during the reent ∼ 5 Gyr.
Both, young lusters at z ∼ 0.4 and old nearby lusters have entral dominant
elliptial galaxies, whih have been formed before lusters. The young lusters
are populated by many spiral galaxies, but the old, large virialised systems,
have inside of a deeper potential valley all other galaxy types, like S0, dwarf
Elliptials, dwarf S0, dwarf Spheroidals and Ultra Compat Dwarfs (Moore,
2003). Numerial simulations show that if the luster veloity dispersion is
more than a few times the internal veloity dispersion of galaxies, they do not
merge in enounters. The observed morphologial hange is due to impulsive
interations during high speed enounters restriting the dark matter haloes
and pumping the kineti energy into disks of spirals hanging them to S0, dE,
dS0, sSph, UCD galaxies. Hydrodynamial proesses, like gas stripping, also
matters, and help with the hange, partiularly in relation to star-formation
and ICM.
7 Gas stripping
Gunn & Gott (1972) in a desription of events during and after the ollapse,
or formation of a galaxy luster, predit the formation of hot and diluted intr-
aluster medium (ICM) produed in shok randomization of infalling gaseous
debris. The interstellar medium (ISM) in a galaxy moving through the ICM
feels the ram pressure Pr, whih is proportional to
Pr ∼ ρICMv
2, (2)
where ρICM is the density of the ICM and v is the veloity of the galaxy rela-
tive to the ICM. The ISM may be stripped away the parent galaxy if at given
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distane from the galati enter the ram pressure exeeds the gravitational
restoring fore Fr
Fr = 2piGΣsΣISM , (3)
where Σs is the surfae density of stars, ΣISM is the surfae density of the
ISM and G is the onstant of gravity.
The ram pressure gas stripping inuenes the presene of the ISM, whih
may aet the star formation rates in galaxies. It is still an open question,
if the observation of Buther & Oemler (1978, 1984), showing that distant
lusters ontain a far higher fration of blue star forming galaxies than their
near-by ounter-parts, an be explained with the ICM ram pressure stripping
of the ISM from galaxies.
A mehanism that suppresses the star formation in loal galaxy lus-
ters is apparently onneted to the morphologial transformation of galaxies:
S0 galaxies are under-represented in distant galaxy lusters, luminous spiral
galaxies are in deit near the enters of loal galaxy lusters (Dressler et al.,
1997; Couh et al. 1998). This suggests that the luster environment removes
the ISM from galaxies, suppressing star formation and transforming spirals
to S0's.
Numerial simulations of ram pressure gas stripping using 3-dimensional
SPH/N-body ode have been preformed by Abadi et al. (1999). They onrm
the preditions of Gunn & Gott (1972) that the radius to whih the gas is
removed from the parent galaxy depends on the relation of the ram pressure
to the restoring fore. But in any ase a substantial part of the old gas
remains suiently bound to the stellar disk. The star formation rate is
redued by a fator of 2 only, whih brings them to a onlusion that the
simple ram pressure stripping does not adequately explain the sharp deline
of star formation seen in Buther-Oemler eet.
Volmer et al. (2001) show in simulations using stiky partiles that the gas
stripping is rather sensitive to the galaxy orbit, partiularly to the minimum
distane to the luster enter, and also to the orientation of the galati disk
relative to the orbit inside the luster. In some ases the removed ISM is
re-areted and it falls bak to the galati disk, possibly triggering star for-
mation in the entral part of the disk within the remaining gas. Simulations
of ram pressure gas stripping along an orbit in a luster by Jáhym (2004) give
similar result: the orbital parameters and the orientation of the galaxy are
important. The gas is more eetively removed when the pole of the galati
plane is near the diretion of the galaxy orbital motion in a luster (Fig. 1)
ompared to the situation when the galaxy moves edge-on along its orbit.
8 Gas stripping and tides
Reently reviews on the eieny of the stripping mehanism were given by
van Gorkom (2004) and Combes (2004). The theoretial onsiderations stress
the eets of visosity and thermal ondution inluding Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability (Nulsen, 1982). The turbulene, shells and supershells formed by
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Figure 1: Simulations of ram pressure gas stripping (Jáhym, 2004). Edge-on
orientation of the galaxy plane relative to the orbit (left panel) is ompared
to the pole-on orientation of the galaxy plane (right panel).
star formation inrease the eet of the ram pressure stripping due to erosion
at the edges of ISM holes (Bureau & Carignan, 2002). Ram pressure also
ontributes to the overpressure inside of expanding strutures inreasing their
sizes.
A proto-type of overwhelming gas stripping in the Virgo luster is the
galaxy NGC 4522 with a trunated HI disk, enhaned star formation in the
entral region, extraplanar gas, while undisturbed stellar disk. The gas dis-
tribution suggests an ICM-ISM interation, while the undisturbed disk rules
out a gravitational interation (Kenney & Koopmann, 1999).
The transformation of galaxies in dense environment results from the om-
bined ation of gas stripping and gravitational tides. C 153 galaxy in the
luster Abel 2125 shows an ongoing gas stripping: A tail of ionized gas is seen
in [O II℄ emission, whih extends at least 70 kp toward the luster ore along
C 153 orbit, oinide with a soft X-ray feature seen in the Chandra obser-
vations (Keel et al., 2004). At the same time the HST optial piture shows
lumpy morphology, inluding luminous star-forming omplexes and haoti
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dust features. The perturbed stellar disk with enhaned star formation a-
tivity suggests a possibility that a burst of star formation has been initiated
during the lose passage of C 153 to the luster enter.
More examples of the stripped dwarf irregular galaxies (van Zee et al.,
2004) and of galaxies with trunated star formation disks in Virgo luster
(Koopmann & Kenney, 2004a, b) show both the gas stripping and gravita-
tional interations inluding the indued star formation, however, the dom-
inant environmental eet on galaxies in lusters is the ram pressure gas
stripping.
9 Tidal Dwarf Galaxies
The long tidal tails observed in many ases of interating galaxies show mas-
sive lumps of 109M⊙ (e.g. IC 1182, NGC 3561, NGC 4676, et.). These
massive blobs has been named Tidal Dwarf Galaxies (TDG), sine they have
galati masses and the hemial omposition orresponds to the reyled
matter pushed out of the disks of the interating partners. To beome a long
living independent galaxy they should be gravitationally bound systems (Du
et al., 2000). The most prominent interating system, the Antennae galaxies,
has been studied by Mirabel et al. (1992), who desribe a TDG andidate
at the tip of their long tidal arm. Hibbard et al. (2001) also analyzed this
onentration of gas and star forming regions, however, from observations it
is very diult to assess if it is gravitationally bound.
To deide if a TDG andidate will be a new galaxy formed out of an
interation, several questions have to be addressed (Bournaud et al. 2004):
• Are the blobs real onentrations in three dimensions? They may be
just projetion eets due to tidal arm geometry.
• Are they kinematially deoupled from the tidal arms? Are they long
living?
• Do they ontain dark matter?
Bournaud et al. (2004) give the answer at least to the rst question: The
simulations of galaxy ollisions provide shapes of tidal arms, whih may be
virtually observed from all the sides. They onlude that some observed
109M⊙ mass onentrations are real TDG andidates. Some of them are self-
gravitating, but to deide on their future is still diult with the urrent
resolution of simulations. The star formation, energy and mass feedbak have
to be inluded in the future numerial experiments. The third problems on
the ontent of the dark matter also remains open due to the unertainty in
the internal kinematis of TDG andidates.
The simulations provide one more important onlusion (Du et al. 2004):
the existene of 109M⊙ mass onentrations at the tips of tidal arms is rather
sensitive to the extent and the density prole of the halo. It has to be ex-
tended enough (∼150 kp from the enter of a ollision partner) so that the
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ollision happens within it. Then the ow lines of the perturbed gas from
all galatoentri distanes in the original disk onentrate at the tips of the
tidal arms, giving a kinematial origin to the TDG. When the halo is too
onentrated so that the ollision happens at the distane, where the rotation
urve already dereases, the perturbed gas populates all the tidal arm and
there is no plae where 109M⊙ may gather.
The kinematial gathering of stars and gas distinguishes TDG from super-
star lusters (SSC), whih are seen the interating galaxies. SSC are not only
less massive (105 − 107M⊙) but they arise from gravitational instabilities in
the stellar or gaseous omponents along the tidal arms.
10 SMC, LMC and the Milky Way system
The Small (SMC), and Large Magellani louds (LMC) and the Milky Way
form the nearest interating system of galaxies, where the gravitational and
hydrodynamial proesses an be studied. We see the result of a ombination
of gravitational tidal fores with gaseous ram pressure. The star formation
and the mass and energy feedbak is also involved as demonstrated with many
expanding ISM shells and supershells.
The high resolution HI surveys of the LMC (Kim et al. 1998, 1999), of
the SMC (Staveley-Smith et al. 1997, Stanimirovih et al. 1999), of the
Magellani bridge region (Muller et al. 2003) and of all the system (Büns
et al. 2004) have been preformed with the Australia Telesope Compat
Array and with the Parkes radiotelesope. The following large-sale features
are distinguished on the (l, b) integrated HI intensity maps: LMC, SMC,
Magellani Bridge joining the two louds, Magellani Stream starting at the
SMC and following an almost polar plane passing less than about 10
◦
of the
galati south pole and strething more than 100
◦
, the Leading Arms - the
HI gas preeding the motion of the louds, and the Interfae Region - the HI
between Magellani Bridge and Magellani Stream (Fig. 2). All these features
are also distinguished on the average radial veloity maps. The radial veloity
hanges smoothly from RVLSR = −400 km s
−1
at the end of the Magellani
Bridge to +100 km s−1 at the SMC, to +240 km s−1 at the LMC, while the
Leading Arm does not show a lear gradient. Deprojetion orreting for the
solar motion redues the veloity dierene between the LMC and SMC from
∆RVLSR = 123 km s
−1
to∆RVGSR = 67 km s
−1
. A further orretion taking
into aount motions of the LMC relative to the MW redues the dierene
to ∆RVLMCSR = 10 km s
−1
. The HI average radial veloities show that
the enounter between LMC and SMC happens at a small veloity not muh
larger that 10 km s−1, whih makes the interation rather long, giving the
time to the gas to ow away from its parent loud and form the observed
features.
The LMC HI disk seems to be ompressed at the side opposite to the
SMC, and the LMC shows rotation almost perpendiular to SMC - LMC
diretion. The LMC disk has a diameter of about 7.3 kp with a rotation
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urve rising rapidly to 55 km s−1 in the inner 1.5 kp, more smoothly to a
63 km s−1 peak at 2.4 kp and delining thereafter (Kim et al., 1998). The
SMC also shows rotation: SMC disk inludes the bar-like feature about 4 kp
in extent, with a veloity gradient of about 100 km s−1 (Stanimirovi¢ et al.
2004). The rotation urve rises to about 60 km s−1 up to the turnover radius
of 3 kp. The veloity dispersion is high along the high olumn density axis
of the Magellani Bridge. LMC, Magellani Bridge and SMC show similar
veloity elds, whih an result from the rotation of all the three partners
with the same orientation along the axis LMC - SMC. The veloity eld is
rather broken at the southern part (in galati oordinates) of the SMC and
of the Magellani Bridge. There, the Magellani Stream and Interfae Region
start. At the other end, in front of the LMC, the Leading Arm an be split into
three parts. Individual features in the Leading Arm show head-tail struture
with the orientation along the diretion of possible spae motion of the LMC
as it is given by Kroupa & Bastian (1997) and van der Marel (2001).
The HI observation should be omplemented with the studies of distribu-
tion of planetary nebulae (Dopita et al. 1985), of arbon stars (Kunkel et
al. 2000), and of Cepheids (Groenewegen 2000), and with the near-infrared
star ounts from the Two Miron All Sky Survey (2MASS) and the Deep
Near-Infrared Southern Sky Survey (DENIS). van der Marel (2001) shows
that LMC disk is not irular at larger radii, it is elongated in the diretion
of the Galati entre, suggesting the inuene of the tidal fores of the Milky
Way. The data should be ompared to models of the interation in attempts
not to be in ontradition.
The N-body simulations modeling the gravitational interation of the SMC
with the LMC and Milky Way (Gardiner & Noguhi, 1996) show that the last
two lose enounters between the interation partners, 1.5 and 0.2 Gyr ago,
are able to explain many of the observed strutures. Magellani Stream and
Leading Arm have been reated as a onsequene of the former lose en-
ounter, 1.5 Gyr ago. The Magellani Bridge and the Interfae Region have
been formed later during the last lose enounter between LMC and SMC
0.2 Gyr ago. The disovery of the Leading Arm stressed the importane of
gravitational tides and questioned the role of ram pressure stripping (Putman
et al. 1998). However, the separation between gaseous and stellar features,
absene of stars in tidal Magellani Bridge and Magellani Stream, lamen-
tary strutures in the SMC and head-tail strutures in the Leading Arm and
in the Magellani Stream show that also hydrodynamial fores like ram pres-
sure gas stripping have to at there. Most of the gas in Magellani Bridge
and Leading Arm is oming from the SMC. The preenouter SMC, more that
1.5 Gyr ago, must have a gas disk of about 10 kp in diameter (Stanimirovi¢
2004), whih shrunk forming the Magellani Stream and Leading Arm 1.5
Gyr ago and Magellani Bridge and Interfae Region 0.2 Gyr ago. How-
ever, still a substantial amount of angular momentum of the original disk is
left orresponding to other simutions of dwarf galaxies (Mayer et al. 2001)
demonstrating that the tidal stripping removes the angular momentum rather
slowly, at the timesale of 10 Gyr. Consequently, the reent two enounters
11
Figure 2: LMC & SMC: an interating system of dwarf galaxies (Brüns et al.
2004).
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have not been able to remove a substantial part of the original angular mo-
mentum making possible to see the rotation of the SMC at present times. The
present rotation urve of the SMC shows that the dynamial mass within 4
kp is about 2.4 109M⊙ three-quarters of whih is stellar. The dark matter
is not needed for an explanation of the rotation speeds in the SMC.
Careful analysis of the HI distribution in the Magellani Stream (Putman
et al. 2003) suggests that the Magellani Bridge is older that assumed above
and the LMC and the SMC are bound together for at least two orbits. The
dual laments emanating from the SMC and from the Magellani Bridge are
of tidal origin and shaped by a small amount of ram pressure.
Star formation and energy feedbak from young stars are inluded in the
so far most sophistiated N-body model of the LMC - SMC - Milky Way
enounter by Yoshizawa & Noguhi (2003). This model agrees well with sev-
eral observed features inluding the Magellani Stream, whih apparently has
tidal origin, it reprodues the presene of young stars in the south-east wing
of the SMC and it also reprodues the aeleration in the star formation a-
tivity, whih is due to reent lose enounters between the louds. Some open
and unsolved questions remain: bimodal or many peak distribution in the
main gaseous body of the SMC and Magellani Bridge remain to be inter-
preted, it probably originates in the numerous expanding shells. The shells
and supershells, if they trigger star formation, also remain an open question.
The inuene of other MW satellites is unlear. The tidal stream of HI
louds onneted to disruption of the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy on the polar
orbit aloud the Milky Way provides a possible explanation for the anomalous
veloity distribution of HI louds near the south galati pole (Putman et al.
2003). The possibility of formation of the loal group dwarf members inluding
LMC and SMC out of the Milky Way enounter with the M31 galaxy is
disussed (Sawa & Fujimoto, 2004). Another piture desribes the interation
of the Fornax-LeoI-LeoII-Sulptor-Sextans stream with the Magellani Stream
ausing the gas stripping from the Fornax (Dinesu et al. 2004). Kroupa et
al. (2004) propose the origin of the whole Loal Group with the loal dwarf
galaxies in a ommon great irle.
11 Star formation, energy and mass feedbak
Star formation is a omplex proess of the gravitational ollapse and frag-
mentation, where the thermal and magneti support ompetes with super-
soni shok waves and energy dissipation. The density inreases by 20 orders
of magnitude from that of a moleular louds ore. The interplay between
gravity, magneti fores, hydrodynamial proesses, radiative transfer and
hemistry happens in a turbulent interstellar medium. Supersoni ows form
sheets and laments involving mass onentrations, whih in some ases are
bound by self-gravity. Some of them ollapse forming single or binary stars,
others disperse.
There are dierent soures powering the interstellar strutures. On a small
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sale the pre-main sequene stellar winds and stellar radiation, on somewhat
larger sale the main sequene stellar winds, and on even larger sale the su-
pernovae. Young stars pump energy bak to the interstellar medium, whih
inuenes the onditions for further star formation. The energy released by
young OB assoiations ompresses the ambient medium into shells and super-
shells, whih may ollapse and trigger new star formation. The energy feed-
bak triggering shell ollapse and further star formation is a self-regulating
mehanism of the galaxy evolution.
11.1 The observation of shells
Shells and supershells and holes in the HI distribution have been disovered in
the Milky Way by Heiles (1979, 1984), in M31 by Brinks and Bajaja (1986),
in M33 by Deul and Hartog (1990), in LMC by Kim et al. (1999), in SMC
by Stanimirovi  (1999), in HoII by Puhe et at. (1992), in Ho I by Ott et
al. (2001) and in IC 2574 by Walter and Brinks (1999). Most probably they
are reated by an energy release from massive stars, however, an alternative
explanations, infall of high veloity louds (Tenorio-Tagle and Bodenheimer,
1988), or gamma ray bursts (Efremov et al., 1998; Loeb and Perma, 1998)
has been invoked in some ases. The majority of the observed shells is due
to star formation (Ehlerová and Palou², 1996). In a new searh by Ehlerová
and Palou² (2004), more than 600 shells have been identied in the Leiden-
Dwingeloo HI survey of the Milky Way. In Fig. 3 we show the re-identiation
of a shell previously disovered by Heiles (1979) and a newly disovered shell.
The distribution of them in the radial galatoentri diretion and in the
diretion perpendiular to the galati disk is similar to stellar distribution
supporting the idea of a onnetion between massive stars and shells.
11.2 The ollapse of shells
We disuss the supersoni expansion of shells and sheets from regions of loal-
ized deposition of energy and address the question if and when they fragment
and ollapse due to gravitational instability. The energy input from an OB
assoiation reates a blast-wave whih propagates into the ambient medium
(Ostriker & MKee, 1988; Bisnovatyi-Kogan & Silih, 1995). The shemati
representation of the situation is shown in Fig. 4. After the initial fast ex-
pansion the mass aumulated in the shell ools and ollapses to a thin stru-
ture, whih is approximated as innitesimally thin layer surrounding the hot
medium inside. Negleting the external pressure and assuming the onstant
energy input L, the self-similar solution for radius R, expansion veloity V
and olumn density Σsh is (Castor et al. 1975; Ehlerová & Palou², 2002):
R(t) = 53.1×
(
L
1051 erg Myr−1
) 1
5
×
(
µ
1.3
n
cm−3
)− 1
5
×
(
t
Myr
) 3
5
pc (4)
V (t) = 31.2×
(
L
1051 erg Myr−1
) 1
5
×
(
µ
1.3
n
cm−3
)− 1
5
×
(
t
Myr
)− 2
5
kms−1 (5)
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Figure 3: Re-identiation of the shell GS 128+01-105 disovered by Heiles
(1979) - upper frame, and a newly disovered shell - lower frame.
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Figure 4: Shemati representation of a supershell expanding around an OB
assoiation.
Σ(t)sh = 0.564×
(
L
1051 erg Myr−1
) 1
5
×
(
µ
1.3
n
cm−3
) 4
5
×
(
t
Myr
) 3
5
M⊙pc
−2, (6)
where n is the density, µ is the mean atomi weight of the ambient medium
and t is the time sine the beginning of an expansion.
The linear analysis of hydrodynamial equations inluding perturbations
on the surfae of the shells has been performed by Elmegreen (1994) and
Wünsh & Palou² (2001). The fastest growing mode is:
ω = −
3V
R
+
√
V 2
R2
+
(
piGΣsh
csh
)2
, (7)
where csh is the sound speed inside of the expanding shell.
In Fig. 5. we give the time evolution of the fastest mode. At early times,
for t < tb, the shell is stable. tb is the time, when the fastest mode starts to
be unstable:
tb = 28.8×
(
csh
km s−1
) 5
8
×
(
L
1051 erg Myr−1
)− 1
8
×
( µ
1.3
n
cm−3
)− 1
2
Myr. (8)
Later, for t > tb, when the expansion slows down and redues the strething,
whih ats against gravity, and when the shell olumn density inreases, the
shell starts to be gravitationally unstable. For ambient densities similar to
values in the solar viinity, n ∼ 10−1 − 102, tb is a few 10
7
yr, whih means
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Figure 5: The fastest growing mode.
that the gravitational instability is rather slow ompared to turbulent ollision
times and galati dierential rotation. tb is muh smaller in high density
medium of GMC and dense ores, where it is ∼ 104 yr only. Thus the shell
gravitational instability is partiularly important inside the GMCs.
The dispersion relation of the shell gravitational instability is:
ω(η, t) = −
3V
R
+
√
V 2
R2
−
c2shη
2
R2
+
2piGΣshη
R
, (9)
where η is the dimensionless wavenumber and λ is the wavelength of the
perturbation: η = 2piR/λ. It is shown in Fig. 6: it gives the wavelength
interval of unstable perturbations.
The resulting number of fragments is inversely proportional to the frag-
ment growth time tgrowth =
2pi
ω(η,t) . Rapidly growing fragments are more
frequent in the nal mass spetrum than the slowly growing fragments.
Thus the number of fragments in a given volume of radius R is
N = ω
R3
(λ/4)3
. (10)
A fragment with the wavelength λ has the mass
m =
4
3
pi(λ/4)3ρ. (11)
We derive the mass spetrum ξ(m) = dN
dm
:
ξ(m) = −
4
3
pi R3 ρ ω m−2. (12)
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If the dispersion relation ω(η) were a onstant, the slope of the mass
spetrum ξ(m) ∝ m−α would be exatly approximated with a power law
slope α= 2. But in our ase ω is not only the funtion of η but also of the
time t.
We assume that tgrowth for a given η is inversely proportional to the aver-
age value of ω for this η sine the time tb(η) when a given mode starts to be
unstable. The time average ω¯ for a given η is alulated using the equation:
ω¯(η) =
∫ t
tb(η)
ω(η, t′)dt′
t− tb(η)
. (13)
The resulting mass spetra for dierent values of n, csh and L, as they have
been derived using the thin-shell approximation (4) - (6), are shown in Fig.
7. The high mass parts are well approximated by the power law with a slope
α = 2.2− 2.4.
In low density medium, the ollapse of expanding shells forms fragments
with masses omparable to GMC, however, the ollapse time is rather long, a
few 107 yr. In high density medium of GMC ores, the ollapse time is rather
short, ∼ 104 yr, the masses of individual fragments are lose to stellar and the
initial mass funtion of fragments has a power law slope lose to the Salpeter
(1955) value -2.35. We onlude that the fragmentation of expanding shells
qualies as a possible proess triggering the star formation in environments,
where the density is high enough, or where it has been inreased due to mass
aumulation.
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Figure 7: The mass spetrum of fragments of an expanding shell at time 5tb.
12 Formation of super-star lusters
Young and massive (105 − 107M⊙) super-star lusters are observed along
tidal arms and bridges of the olliding galaxies. A model of a star form-
ing fatory is proposed by Tenorio-Tagle et al. (2003). This model invokes
pressure-bounded, self-gravitating, isothermal loud (Ebert, 1955; Bonner,
1956), whih beomes gravitationally unstable when suiently ompressed.
The gravitational instability allows the loud to enter isothermal ollapse.
As the ollapse proeeds a rst generation of stars is formed in the enter
of the loud. The mass and energy feedbak of the rst generation of stars
has an important impat on the ollapsing loud. Stellar winds and super-
novae ompress the infalling material forming a dense shell (see Fig. 8). The
shell is able to trap the ionizing radiation and winds of the rst generation
of young stars. At the same time the shell fragments forming stars with a
high eieny. Thus the loud, whih is ompressed in the ase of the galaxy
enounter, forms a new super-star luster.
13 Evolution of the star formation rate
The investigation of olors in Hubble deep elds (Madau et al., 1996; 1998;
Rowan-Robinson, 2003) provides extintion as a funtion of z: it has been
higher at z = 0.5−1.5 than loally, and lower at z > 2. Related models of the
star formation history show the steep deline of the star formation rate sine
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z = 1, the present star formation has in average about an order of magnitude
smaller rate ompared to the level at z = 1− 1.5. Even deeper in the past the
orretion for the dust extintion remains highly unertain and a onlusion
on the evolution of the star formation rate for z = 2− 6 is diult.
This opens the question what drives the star formation. Bars in the entral
parts of galaxies does not seem to hange substantially between z = 1 and
present. They do trigger the star formation, however, there has to be more
partners in the game. The fuel - the gas - is depleted in galaxies not only due
to star formation, but also sine the ISM is removed from the galaxy disks
with tides, with the ICM ram pressure stripping and with the star formation
feedbak. Number of galaxy interations also dereases. We onlude that
the deline of the star formation is due to lower rate of triggering from galaxy
interations in a ombination with the starvation, sine the amount of gas
in the star forming disks is redued by environmental eets and by the star
formation itself.
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